the branding company

GUYING INSTRUCTIONS

INTERNAL STRAP SYSTEM

If there is no room for the straps to be used as below, or in the event
that trip hazards are an issue, use this scheme for securely stapping
down your pop up.

Sizes

Pelmet size: 3m x 0.36h
Bleed: 3100 x 380mm
Use double pegs in centre between
the legs3m
inxwindy
conditions.
Wall size:
2.2m h
Bleed: 3100 x 2250mm
The walls fit outside the guying straps. Make sure the walls are also
securely pegged.

Artwork Files
LOGOS: please supply all logos as Illustrator EPS
or PDF files. Jpeg files cannot generally be used
for logos.
FONTS: please turn all fonts to outlines
COLOUR: please specify all
pantone references if required. Dye-sublimation
tends to exaggerate cyan & magenta so it is
important to specify the nearest pantone
reference

NORMAL STRAP SYSTEM

PHOTOS: the higher the resolution, the better

the end result. Please supply all photos at 300DPI
Hammer in guying pegs 1 metre from
leg, at a 45° angle to the sides
at full size. Ideally all photos will be supplied as
of the tent.
Photoshop files, with transparent backgrounds, to
the correct resolution & size. Jpeg files are
acceptable where they are to be printed on a white
Make sure the “rusty” peg is hammered
surface.flush with the ground in windy

conditions.

Artwork

In windy conditons put upwind pegs in before
Instant Marquees will provide up to 3 changes
you erect the tent.
to visuals FOC if provided with concise
instructions & the correct file vector files.

Attach the straps to the scissor frames close to the leg sliders. It is
After that, artwork will be charged at £35.00
best to have the short straps at the
top and the long straps
+VAT/ hour
at the bottom.
Make sure that wall and foot pegs are used in windy conditions.
Check regularly to see that pegs are not pulling out of the ground,
especially if the ground is soft

